In 1957, Specker [13] stated the following question (which will henceforth be referred to as Specker's Problem): Is it consistent with the axioms of ZF to have, for each ordinal α, a countable sequence (A n : n < ω) of subsets of 2 K so that \A n \ = N α for all n and 2*« = \J neω A n Ί Since the existence of one ordinal a so that 2* a is a countable union of sets of cardinality N α implies that N α +i is singular, a model in which the above holds would be one in which the Axiom of Choice is false. Indeed, it can easily be seen that in such a model, AC ω is false.
Levy [9] , shortly after the invention by Cohen of forcing, constructed a model in which 2**° is a countable union of countable sets. A later result on Specker's Problem was obtained in [6] , in which it was shown that, relative to the existence of a proper class of strongly compact cardinals, it is consistent for every infinite set to be a countable union of sets of smaller cardinality.
Unfortunately, we still do not know whether Specker's Problem is consistent. In this paper, we will prove the following two theorems, each of which provides a partial answer to Specker's Problem for a large class of cardinals. THEOREM 
Con(ZFC + There exists a regular limit of supercompact cardinals) => Con(ZF + For every successor ordinal a, 2
HQ is a countable union of sets of cardinality N α ). THEOREM K The techniques used in the proofs of the above two theorems can be used to establish additional results on Specker's Problem. For example, it is possible to establish the relative consistency of the theory "ZF + For every successor ordinal α, 2**° is a countable union of sets of cardinality # a + For every limit ordinal λ so that λ = λ f + ω where λ f is a limit ordinal, 2* λ is a countable union of sets of cardinality # λ n . However, as the proofs of such results involve amalgamations of the aforementioned techniques which are well illustrated by the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, only the proofs of these theorems will be given here.
Con(ZFC + GCH + There is a cardinal
Note that some sort of strong hypotheses will be needed in order to prove the above theorems, since as previously mentioned, if 2** α is a countable union of sets of cardinality N α , N α +i is singular with cofinality ω. Thus, if N α and N α +i are both so that 2* a is a countable union of sets of cardinality N α and 2* a+ι is a countable union of sets of cardinality N α +i, N α +i and N α+ 2 both have cofinality ω. This implies the existence of inner models with measurable cardinals of high order.
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 will use the Easton iteration of partial orderings which satisfy the Prikry property developed in [7] . Before beginning the proofs of these theorems, however, we will briefly give some background information and preliminaries.
Our set theoretic notation is relatively standard. When a < β are ordinals, [a,β] , [a,β) , {a, β], and {a,β) are as in standard interval notation. When x is a set, x is the order type of x. For our forcing notation, however, we adopt the notation of [12] , and say that for p and q forcing conditions, q¥ p means that q contains more information than p. For φ a statement in the appropriate forcing language, p\\φ means that p decides φ.
Two partial orderings will be of particular importance in the proof of Theorems 1 and 2, namely the Levy collapse and supercompact Prikry forcing. For K < λ regular cardinals, Co\(κ,λ) is the Levy collapse of λ to κ + , i.e., Col(/c,λ) = {/: K X λ -> λ: f is a function so that I dmn(/)| < K and /((α, β)) < β} 9 , βo) , and for G generic on Col(ιc,Λ), G \ β 0 = {p ί β 0 : p e G} is generic on CO1(JC, βo) which we may also sometimes write as Col(κ,λ) \ βo.
Supercompact Prikry forcing is a generalization of the usual notion of Prikry forcing which was first used by Magidor in the mid 1970's. Let K < λ be such that K is A supercompact, and let ^ be a normal ultrafilter on P κ {λ) which satisfies the Jech-Menas partition property. (See [11] for a definition of this property.) For p,q e P κ {λ), say p ς q iff p C q and p < qί)κ. Supercompact Prikry forcing SC(κ,λ) is then the set of all π = (/?!,..., p n , A) where:
1. neω and A e%ί.
2. For / = 1,..., ft, Pi € A.
3. For 1 < / < j < n, Pi ς pj.
4.
For each q e A, p n ς q, and \p n \ < \q\. The sequence (p\,...,p n ) is called the /?-part of π and is written ppart(π).
If πi = (pι,...,Pn,A) and π 2 = {q\,.. ,q m >B) are elements of SC(κ,λ) thenπ 2 IHπi iff:
1. ft < m. 2. For / = l,...,ft, p/ = #;. 3. For / = ft + 1,..., m, q x G A. 4. BCA. As with ordinary Prikry forcing, supercompact Prikry forcing satisfies the Prikry property, namely for φ a statement in the forcing language of SC(κ, λ) and π a condition, it is possible to shrink the measure 1 set to form a condition n' so that π' || φ.
If G is generic on SC(κ, λ), then the generic sequence r = (p n : n e ω) (where p n e r iff there is some π e G so that p w is the ftth element of p-part(π)) codes a cofinal ω sequence through λ if A is regular. In addition, if a € [K, A] is regular, then r \ a = {p n Π α: ft € ω) codes a cofinal ω sequence through α; when α = /c, r ί K is a Prikry sequence through K. Also, in analogy to the Levy collapse, for a e [K, λ] regular, we can for π = {p\, ...,p n ,A) define π \ a = (p\Πα,...,p n Γ\a, A \ a) 9 where A \ a = {pΠa: p G A}, π \ a is then a condition in SC(κr, a) (which is defined using the restriction ultrafilter % \ a = {A \ a: A e %/}), and G \ a = {π \ a: π G G} is generic on SC(κ, a) which we may also sometimes write as SC(κ, λ) \ a. Finally, we will say that N α satisfies the Specker property, written SP(N α ), if 2* a can be written as a countable union of sets of cardinality
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 1.
ARTHUR W. APTER AND MOTI GIΊΊK
Proof of Theorem 1. Let V N "ZFC + There exists a regular limit of supercompact cardinals", and let αo t> e the least such limit, with {κ a : a < <*o) the sequence of supercompact cardinals whose limit is αo As each κ a is supercompact, a result in [1] shows that there is a supercompact ultrafilter % on P Ka (κ a +\) with the following property (*): % satisfies the Menas partition property, and there is a set A a e % so that for q e A a9 qΓ\κ a is an inaccessible cardinal, and if p, q e A a are so that p Πκ a = q Π/c α , then \p\ = \q\. Let (%: a < α 0 ) and (A a : a < ao) be such a sequence of ultrafilters % and sets A a .
Define now a sequence (P a : α < αo) of partial orderings as follows:
where each condition in P a +\ is stronger than the trivial condition Note that since αo is the least regular limit of supercompact cardinals, the definition of Pχ makes sense.
We are now in a position to define the partial ordering P which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1. P consists of all elements p = (p a ; a < a 0 ) of ΓL<α 0 p oc so that the support of p is some ordinal < α 0 , i e > so that 3β < a 0 Vy > β [p γ is the trivial condition]. The ordering is the componentwise one.
Let G be F-generic on P. The model for Theorem 1 will be a certain submodel N of V [G] . The intuition behind the construction of N will be as follows. We wish to define TV in a manner so that the κ a 's and the (U α <A κ a) + * s are the successor cardinals and so that each of these cardinals satisfies the Specker property. Thus, we will place in N just enough information to be able to collapse each of the above cardinals, preserve the fact that they indeed remain cardinals in N, and define the sequence which witnesses the fact that they satisfy the Specker property. For any cardinal δ which becomes a successor cardinal in N, we will place in N for each n e ω, roughly speaking, the partial collapse map to <5 + restricted to the nth element of the Prikry sequence through the least κ a > δ, together with the partial collapse map to γ + restricted to the nth element of the Prikry sequence through the least κ a > y for every γ in a certain set of cardinals below δ.
Getting specific, let for each a < α 0 , G a be the projection of G onto P Q . Let r 0 be the collapse map of KQ to ω\ generated by GQ. For λ a limit ordinal, let r λ be the collapse map of Kχ to {\J a<λ κ a ) ++ generated by Gχ, and for β = a + 1 a successor ordinal, let Tβ = (r%: n e ω) be the ω sequence generated by G which codes a cofinal ω sequence through each regular cardinal in the interval [κ a , κ a+ \]. We can now define, for each n < ω and each β < α o > s n -i r a \ (*£ n κ a ): a < β). N will then be defined as R{ao) of the least model M of ZF extending F which contains, for every n < ω and every β < αo, the set s/f. More precisely, let L\ be a ramified sublanguage of the forcing language L associated with P which contains symbols v for each v e V, a predicate symbol _F (to be interpreted as _F(v) ^ v G F), and all symbols of the form s^ for n < ω and β < αo As usual, we can assume that each v is invariant under any automorphism of P. We can also assume that each τ G L\ which mentions only s%_ is invariant under any automoφhism π = (π a : a < ao) of P such that π a is generated by a function which is the identity on the ordinal determined by r% n κ a for a < β if there is enough information to determine all such ordinals.
Working in V[G], we define an inner model M as follows.
a +\ = {x C Af α : Λ: is definable over Af α by a term TGII of rank < a}.
The standard arguments will show that for N = R(αo) M , since αo is a limit ordinal and M 1= ZF, N satisfies all axioms of ZF with the possible exception of Replacement.
We now prove a sequence of lemmas which shows that N is the desired model for Theorem 1. Proof of Lemma 1.1. We will first prove (a) and then show how (b), (c), and (d) all follow from (a). Let TGLJ and p e P be such that τ denotes x and p lh"τ c y 0 " for some ordinal y$. As τ G Li, τ contains only finitely many symbols of the form s^ for n < ω and δ < α o ; using standard coding tricks, we can assume that τ mentions only one symbol of the form s δ n . We show that p Ih "x e K[^]." Let p = (p a : a < α 0 ), where γ < α 0 is such that p a is trivial for α > y. First, since δ < αo, we can assume without loss of generality that γ > δ and for every a < δ, r£ is determined. (Simply extend p a for α < δ + 1 so that the finite portion of the Prikry sequence determined by p a has length at least n. We define now an automorphism π = (π α : α < α 0 ) of P so that π(r 2 ) is compatible with r° and π(r 2 ) lh"/? 0 e τ". If A = 0 or λ is a limit ordinal, then by the homogeneity of the Levy collapse, we can let πx be any automorphism of Pχ so that πχ{uj) is compatible with u°λ and π λ is generated by a function which is the identity on f(λ). If a = β + I is a successor ordinal, then as in [3] or [1] , Lemma 1.6, let π a be an automorphism so that π a (ul) is compatible with u% and π a is generated by a function which is the identity on /(α). π = (π a : a < αo) is thus an automorphism of P so that π(r 2 ) is compatible with r°, and by the invariance properties of τ, n(r 2 <ω & S e %ίβ} ordered as in ordinary Prikry forcing, i.e., if we define P" as in ordinary Prikry forcing except that it is not necessarily the case that \Js < f)S, then as in [5] and Lemma 1.6 of [1] we can without loss of generality replace P^ with P"
Now let σ be a canonical term for x in the forcing language associated with Ih r be such that s Ih "/> £ σ", and let β e {δ, a 0 ) be such that for all γ > β, s γ and q γ are the trivial condition. Without loss of generality, assume that for all successors δ < γ < /?, the /7-parts of s γ and q γ have the same length.
We construct now an automorphism ψ = (ψ a : a < a 0 ) of Q as follows. For ordinals a > β, ordinals a < δ, and limit ordinals a e (δ, β) let ψ a be the identity. (Note that for a e (δ,β) a, limit ordinal, Pα \ f{θί) is the trivial partial ordering.) For α E (δ, β) a successor ordinal, as in Lemma 1.6 of [1] let ψ α be an automorphism of P" so that ψ Q {s a ) is compatible with q a and ψ a is generated by a function which is a permutation of κ y for a = γ+1. ^ = (^α: a < a 0 ) is then an automorphism of Q so that ψ(s) is compatible with q, and since we can assume that σ is invariant under any automorphism generated by ψ a *s as just defined, ψ(s) Ih "/? ^έ σ" and # Ih"/? E σ". This contradiction shows that x e V [s%] .
To show (b), (c), and (d), let σ be either ω, κ α , or (\J a< χK a ) + 9 an( * let y be such that x C σ and x € K[s«]. If y < δ for δ as defined in (b) followed by an application of the Levy-Solovay results [10] shows that yQ'" x Il η < β p iMi) | = "p a i /( α ) i s a partial ordering which satisfies the Prikry property and adds no new bounded subsets to κ β ". Thus, Q f can be regarded in V[G"] as a full support iteration of partial orderings each of which satisfies the Prikry property and adds no new bounded subsets to Kj, so since α 0 is the least regular limit of supercompact cardinals, the result of [7] shows that forcing over V[G"] with Q adds no new bounded subsets to κ δ , i.e., since 
The proof of Lemma 1.4 is completed by noting that the argument for SP(ιc α ) works for ω by letting K-\ = ω. α LEMMA 1.5. iVNZF.
Proof of Lemma 1.5. The proof that N t= Replacement will show that JV N ZF. We mimic the proof of Theorem 4.2 of [8] . If Replacement fails in N 9 then for some set X € JV there is a class function / on X such that f'X φ N. Since N 1= Aussonderung, we can assume without loss of generality that range(/) c α 0 and range(/) is unbounded in α o Again without loss of generality we can assume that X = R(a) for some a < α 0 , an^ we fix a the least such ordinal. This a cannot be a limit ordinal, for if it were then we could construct a function We turn now to the proof of Theorem 2. For convenience, we restate the theorem here. Proof of Theorem 2. Let V t="ZFC + K is λ 0 supercompact for λo = 2 2[κ+ω] <ω ", and let ^ be a normal measure on P κ {λ 0 ). The proof of Theorem 2 will use a modification of the models N A described in [8] and [2] . The construction of the model M which will witness the conclusions of Theorem 2, as in [8] and [2] , will use supercompact Radin forcing. We describe the forcing conditions below. (1) and (7) both follow from the fact that μ 0 is a supercompact measure on P κ {λo). Properties (4), (5), and (6) Q\>vi>Di),. >{<lm,Vm,D m ), (μ <κ+ ,D) ) then π x Ih π 0 if the following conditions hold. 1. For each (pj,Uj,Cj) which appears in πo there is a (#;, v, f Z), ) which appears in πi so that (#/, v/) = (/?/, i/ y ) and Z>/ C C 7 .
2.DCC.
does not appear in 7Γ 0 , let (p jt u jf Cj) (or (//< κ +, C)) be the first element of πo so that PjΠκ> ^ nK. Then (a) #/ is order isomorphic to some # e (C/)o (b) There exists an a < y 7 , where γj is the length of w 7 , so that V/ is isomorphic "in a natural way" to an ultrafilter sequence v e (Cj) a . (c) For βi the length of v/, there is a function f:βi~+ γj so that for β < βi, {Di)β is a set of ultrafilter sequences so that for some subset (Z),-)^ of (C/)/(^), each ultrafilter sequence in (Z)/)î s isomorphic "in a natural way" to an ultrafilter sequence in
For a further explanation of the above ordering (including what "in a natural way" means) or other facts about supercompact Radin forcing, see [8] , [2] , or [4] . We now define a partial ordering P by Π {(a,β): a<β<κ and a and β are inaccessible}
{{ω,a): a<κ is inaccessible} ordered componentwise. Let G be F-generic on P. The model M for Theorem 2 will be a submodel of V[G] and will be a modification of the model N A as described in [8] and [2] . We describe this model in more detail below. Let GQ be the projection of G onto R <κ +. For any condition π = {(PuUι,Cι),...,{p n ,u n ,C n ) 9 (μ <κ+ ,C)) e R <κ +, in analogy with supercompact Prikry forcing call {p\,..., p n ) the p-part of π. Let R = {p: 3π E GQ[P G /?-ρart(π)]} and let i?/ = {p: p e R and p is a limit point of R}. We define three sets EQ, E\, and Eι by EQ = {a: For some π e Go and some p € p-part(π), p Π /c = α}, £Ί = {α: α is a limit point of £ 0 }> and E 2 = E x u{β:3a e E x [β = α +ω or β = α+( ω+1 )]} U {ω}. Let (<*": ι/ < K) be the continuous increasing enumeration of 2s 2 , and \e\v = v' + n for some n e ω. Sets C/^α,,) for ra G ω are then defined in the following manner.
1. ί/ = i/ φ 0 and n = 0. Let p(αι/) be the element p of R such that pnκ = α ί/) and let h P ( aμ ): p(αi/) -> p(αι/) be the order isomorphism between />(<*") and ^K). C?{a y ) = {h pM H(a 3kf a 3kή _ι) be the projection of G onto Col(a 3k ,a 3ktl ) .
Then C?(a y ) = H(a 3k ,a 3k+ι ) \ (r^jnα^,). 5. To define M more precisely, it is necessary to define canonical names αv for the α^'s and canonical names Cψ{y) for the sets Cψ{μ v ). The canonical names Cψ{y) for the sets C^(a u ) are defined in a manner so as to be invariant under the appropriate group of automorphisms. Specifically, there are five cases to consider. We again write v = v 1 + n, and in analogy to [8] and [2] , assume without loss of generality that for any
Recall that if a v e E\
), and , ^ < K, as the name for (Π^<^ C7*(/?)), where / takes on the values 1 through 5 depending upon in which of the categories β is, and where C™(β) is a term for {0} if β is in none of these five categories. Let 9 be the group of automorphisms of [8] , and let C(G) = VneM^M&ixW}))* where f0Γ each π 6 ^ »W) is found by taking the action of π on each component of for β <u. C{G) = M is then the set of all sets of rank < K of the model consisting of all sets which are hereditarily V definable from C(G), i.e., M = By the definition of M, we know that for any set x C ot v in M, a u arbitrary, a term τ for x can be found which mentions only finitely many of the E™. By letting WQ be the sup of all of the ra's appearing in τ, and letting u 0 be the sup of all of the ^'s appearing in τ, τ can be rewritten using a term τ' which mentions only E%°. The following weak analogue of Theorem 3.2.11 of [8] then holds: For any x c a u (or indeed, any ordinal δ e M) as just mentioned, x e V[(aβ\ β < v 0 ), E™°\. Then, using again the arguments of Theorem 3.2.11 of [8] , together with the fact that the subsets of <*" in V[(a β : β < ι/ 0 ),E™ 0°] are the same as the subsets of ot v in V[(a p : β < v),E™*\ (since as in Lemma 1.1, the part of the forcing above v which determines the portion of E%? above v, F%° = (Cp: v < β < ι/ 0 ), can be taken as a full support iteration of partial orderings which satisfy the Prikry property of short enough length (the length is short enough since the full Radin forcing has length κ + , so any ordinal in the Radin sequence will be singular) so that the result of [7] again can be applied to show In conclusion, we remark that the assumption of GCH shows that for all cardinals δ in the preceding models for which SP(<5) is false, 2 δ can be written as a countable union of sets of cardinality δ + .
